
Sponsorship Transfer

Profession modification

Residence Permit printing

Issue, cancel, re-print 
single exit re-entry visa, 
or final exit visa

Issue or renew all types 
of residence permits

Review and print Passports 
or Traffic Departments 
reports,interactive services, 
subscriptions, transactions 
or payments

Complete different forms 
(Completed electronically 
by typing Iqama number)

“Muqeem” service allows organizations to review its resident workers data 
and complete their transactions online, anytime and anywhere

Muqeem

Muqeem Advantages

Muqeem Services

Accuracy 
in obtaining 
information

Provide a 
fast and safe 
procedure

Increase efficiency 
of transaction 
processing

Security
M

uqeem



«Muqeem» Comprehensive

Interactive Comprehensive fees for Muqeem package

The organization can perform unlimited number of 
transactions and inquiries for an annual subscription 
fees, paid once.

* All fees are not including VAT

Fees (SAR)
Category

(according to total number of
 residents within the organization)

11000-9

230010-49

360050-99

5600100-199

7550200-800

11 Per resident801 or more

Fees (SAR)The Service

60Information Update

50Resident Entry permit to Mecca

15Iqama Printing

30Postal Packages

50Extend visit visa

25Muqeem report

90Exend ER visa

60Final exit visa during the probationary
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Interactive transactions fees for Muqeem packag e

Fees (SAR)
Category

(according to total number of
 residents within the organization)

5500-9

115010-49

180050-99

Fees (SARPointsThe Service

50250Issue Iqama

75375Renew Iqama

50250Issue exit re-entry visa (Single)

75375Issue exit re-entry visa (Multiple)

35175Cancel exit re-entry visa

50250Issue final exit visa

35175Cancel final exit visa

50250Transfer resident service

45225Modify Profession

1050Resident Query

60300 Information Update

50250Resident Entry Permit to Mecca

1575 Iqama printing

30150Postal Packages

50250Extend visit visa

25125Muqeem report

90450Extend ER Visa

60300 Final exit visa during the probationary

   «Muqeem » transaction
The organiz ation can perform a specific number of 
transactions and inquiries for an annual subscription 
fees, paid once, in addition, the organization shall pay 
fees for each requested transaction.
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The type and number of additional users is determined 
according to the customer’s desire, unless the number of 
users exceeds 50% of the total number of residents. The 
following clarifies the cost of adding one additional user.

muqeem.sa

The cost 
of one 

additional 
user

654321 Package

801 and 
more 200 - 800 100 - 199 50 - 99 10 - 49 0 - 9 Subscription 

category

 SAR 150

6 + one 
addtional 
user for 

each 1000 
residents

54321
 Number of 
users with 

no cost

Adding Users

Muqeem Portal

Muqeem App
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https://muqeem.sa
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/muqeem/id1463292590?itsct=apps_box_promote_link&itscg=30200
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=sa.elm.muqeem&pcampaignid=pcampaignidMKT-Other-global-all-co-prtnr-py-PartBadge-Mar2515-1

